We believe that:

- Mountain lions are in peril.
- Our nation is on the verge of destroying this apex species upon which whole ecosystems depend.
- Hunting mountain lions is morally unjustified.
- Killing lions to prevent conflicts is ineffective and dangerous.
- There is a critical need to know more about the biology, behavior, and ecology of mountain lions.
- Governments should base decisions upon truthful science, valid data, and the highest common good.
- Conserving critical lion habitat is essential.

Together we can protect America's lions.

a national nonprofit organization leading the effort to protect mountain lions and their habitat

Join Us!
Mountain Lion Foundation
PO Box 1896
Sacramento, CA 95812
(916) 442-2666
info@mountainlion.org
www.mountainlion.org
We're committed.

Since 1986, the Mountain Lion Foundation has inspired citizens across the nation to act on behalf of lions and their habitat by presenting practical solutions to complex problems, providing unbiased information, aiding local activists, promoting lion research, influencing regulations and changing laws.

Whenever new perils face our nation's lions

The Mountain Lion Foundation will meet the challenge.